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中文摘要 

為滿足下一代(B3G)無線通信系統的高傳輸速率需求，使用高頻寬並搭配多輸入多

輸出(MIMO)天線技術是未來無線通信系統的發展趨勢，而其通道特性的掌握與適當模

型的建構更是 B3G無線通信系統發展之初的首要課題。 

對寬頻MIMO通道而言，頻寬、天線間距及天線極化是影響其通道模型參數的主

要因子。頻寬的增加代表系統時間解析度變好，多路徑延遲(multipath delay)及群聚

(clustering)現象越明顯，窄頻之多路徑延遲模型必須修正以滿足寬頻系統通道之需

求；而在多天線部份，除空間天線陣列架構外，極化天線的應用有助於在無線終端設

備上實現多天線架構，因此，完整考量 Space-Polarization相關性的MIMO通道模型，

是MIMO技術設計發展所必需。 
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本論文完整探討 Bandwidth-Space-Polarization對寬頻MIMO通道之影響，發展一

創新之寬頻通道模型參數預估方法，可由窄頻通道模型參數預估寬頻通道參數模型。

另外吾人也針對室內環境，發展三維空間幾何散射模型，該模型結合幾何圓模型與幾

何橢圓模型之概念並將之拓展至三維空間，可用以模擬空間/極化陣列天線 MIMO 通

道的相關性。除此，吾人也透過實測數據分析，探討 UWB-MIMO 於身域環境(BAN)

之效能。本研究所發展之寬頻通道模型參數預估方法與MIMO通道相關性模型，皆經

由實測數據分析獲得驗證，實測環境包含室外寬頻(120 MHz)、室內及身域環境之超寬

頻(3-10 GHz頻段)通道量測，完全符合下一代無線通信系統之需求。 
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Abstract 

To achieve high data rate requirements of systems beyond 3rd generation (B3G), 

development and standardization of enhanced radio access technologies with wide 

bandwidth and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas are sustained. In wireless 

communication systems, radio channels play an important role on system performance. 

Therefore, a through understanding of wideband MIMO channel characteristics is essential 

for B3G wireless systems developing and realization. 

Compared to traditional narrowband single-input single-output (SISO) channels, 

bandwidth, array spacing and antenna polarization effects should be taking into account in 

the models of wideband MIMO channels. For systems with larger bandwidth, it is possible 
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to observe more multipath components, and therefore stronger clustering effects due to its 

better time resolution. For MIMO systems, in addition to spatial arrays, the utilization of 

polar arrays is of great interest recently due to its benefit to the device compactness. 

Therefore, a complete MIMO channel model should include the space factor as well as the 

polarization factors. 

In this research, effects of bandwidth-space-polarization on UWB/wideband MIMO 

channels are investigated. Here, a novel method for wideband model parameters estimation 

is developed. Through this method, the model parameters of a wideband signal can be 

determined from those of a narrowband signal. Furthermore, a three-dimensional 

Geometrically Based Single Bounce Model (3D GBSBM), is proposed for indoor wideband 

MIMO channel correlation modeling. This model is extended from a 2D model, which 

combines the concept of the Geometrically Based Single Bounce Circle Model (GBSBCM) 

and the Geometrically Based Single Bounce Ellipse Model (GBSBEM). In this model, the 

effect of 3D multipath on sub-channel correlation of the spatial/polar arrays is taken into 

account. Finally, the performance of UWB-MIMO for body area networks (BANs) is 

investigated through channel measurements.  

The newly developed method and models are validated by broadband channel 

(120-MHz bandwidth) measurements in outdoors as well as ultra-wideband channels (3-10 

GHz) in indoors and BANs, which is agreeable to the requirements of B3G systems. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

In this chapter, the motivation and contributions of this research and the 

overview of this thesis are presented. 
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1.1 Motivation and Contributions 

Recently, systems beyond 3G (B3G) have been actively discussed in various forum 

and organizations. According to the ITU-R preliminary recommendation [1], new radio 

interfaces of B3G systems will support high data rate transmissions up to approximately 

100 Mbps for high mobility and 1 Gbps for low mobility, respectively. To achieve the high 

data rate requirements, standardization and development of enhanced radio access 

technologies with wide bandwidth and multiple antennas are sustained. 

For instance, 3GPP is in the process of defining the long-term evolution (LTE) [2] and 

LTE-Advanced for B3G services. Fig. 1-1 shows the evolution path of 3GPP standards. 

Compared to the high-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) [3] that introduced in 3GPP 

release 5, LTE improves the downlink peak data rate from 14.4 Mbps to approximately 300 

Mbps by using 4×4 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna technologies along 

with a wide bandwidth of 20 MHz, which is four times the bandwidth of HSDPA. In 

addition to that, to meet the 1-Gbps peak data rate requirements of B3G systems, 3GPP 

begins to process the feasibility studies of technologies using 8×8 MIMO along with a 

bandwidth of 40 MHz. Furthermore, for short-range communications, ultra-wideband 

(UWB) radio technology has attracted great interest in commercial and military sectors due 

to its potential strength to provide high channel capacity with an extreme wide 
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transmission bandwidth of 500 MHz at least [4]. 

The performance of wireless communications is greatly influenced by the radio 

propagation channels. Consequently, a thorough understanding of UWB/wideband MIMO 

channel characterizations is essential for the realization of B3G systems. To model 

UWB/wideband MIMO channels, the statistical properties in frequency (bandwidth) and 

spatial domains have to be carefully investigated. Furthermore, cross-polarized antennas 

are of interest for MIMO applications due to its potential benefit for the device 

compactness. Therefore, a complete investigation of UWB/wideband MIMO channels 

should cover the characterizations and effects of bandwidth, space and polarization, which 

is also the goal of this research. 

For bandwidth effect, our major contribution is to develop a novel method to estimate 

the model parameters of a wideband signal from those of a narrowband signal. Through 

this approach, the proper model parameters for B3G systems can be determined from those 

of current models of 3G systems, which support system bandwidth up to 5 MHz. 

Furthermore, for space and polarization effect on MIMO channels, a three-dimensional 

Geometrically Based Single Bounce Model (3D GBSBM) is proposed for the space 

correlation modeling of indoor wideband MIMO channels. This model is extended from a 

2D model, which combines the concept of the Geometrically Based Single Bounce Circle 

Model (GBSBCM) and the Geometrically Based Single Bounce Ellipse Model (GBSBEM). 
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In this model, the effect of 3D multipath on sub-channel correlation of the spatial/polar 

arrays is taken into account.  

Finally, UWB-MIMO performance in body area networks (BAN) is investigated 

through channel measurements. It is found that in BAN the MIMO channel capacity is 

mainly determined by the power imbalance between sub-channels compared to the 

sub-channel correlation for spatial arrays, which is different from that in wide-area 

networks (WAN) and wireless local area networks (WLAN). 

In this research, the newly developed method and models are validated by extensive 

broadband channel (120-MHz bandwidth) measurements in outdoors as well as UWB 

channels (3-10 GHz) in indoors and BANs, which is agreeable to the requirements of B3G 

systems. 
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Fig. 1-1 A diagram of 3GPP standard evolution. 
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1.2 Thesis Overview 

In Chapter 2, some of the well-known models for wideband multipath delay 

propagations and for MIMO channels are introduced. For UWB/wideband propagations, 

multipath arrivals in cluster rather than in continuum as is customary for narrowband 

channels. The ∆-K model [5] and the Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) model [6] are two 

well-recognized models to characterize the multipath-clustering phenomenon in delay 

domain. For MIMO channels, correlation between sub-channels, which is dependent on the 

multipath power-angle spectrum and array architecture, is significant to MIMO channel 

capacity. The spatial channel models proposed in IEEE 802.11n [7] and 3GPP/3GPP2 [8] 

are two representative models for MIMO channels in indoor and cellular environments, 

respectively. 

In Chapter 3, measurement and modeling of UWB/wideband multipath channels for 

single-input single-output (SISO) is described. Here, a novel method is proposed to 

estimate the model parameters of a wideband signal from those of a narrowband signal. 

Through this approach, effect of bandwidth on the observable multipath-clustering is 

explored. Our proposed method is extensively validated by measured channels of 1.95 

GHz and 2.44 GHz broadband radios in metropolitan and suburban areas, and of 3-5 GHz 

UWB signals in indoors. 
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In Chapter 4, a newly developed 3D GBSBM for indoor environments is introduced. 

Based on this model, we derived the correlation between MIMO sub-channels of 

spatial/polar arrays and discuss its sensitively to a variety of different azimuth and 

elevation angle spreads. By combining this 3D GBSBM scattering model with the 

deterministic rays, site-specific indoor MIMO channels are well modeled.  

In Chapter 5, the performance of UWB-MIMO applications in BANs in presented. 

Here, the effects of bandwidth, array spacing, and antenna polarization on UWB-MIMO 

channel capacity are experimentally investigated and discussed. 

Finally, conclusions of this thesis are presented in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2  Overview of Channel 

Models for B3G Systems 

In this chapter, first the well-known models for multipath-clustering are 

introduced. Then some MIMO channel models presented in literature and standards 

are introduced. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Because of multipath propagation due to reflections, refractions, and/or scattering by 

obstacles or scatters in propagation environments, radio propagation channels are usually 

modeled as a linear filter with a complex-valued lowpass equivalent impulse response that 

is expressed as 

( ) ( )  ∑ −=
k

kkah ττδτ              (2-1) 

where ak and τk are the random complex-valued path gain and propagation delay of the 

multipath components (MPCs), respectively; and δ is the Dirac delta function. However, in 

practice, bandwidth of a signal is finite consequently the multipath resolution duration is 

nonzero and is equal to the reciprocal of the signal bandwidth. Therefore, the number of 

resolved multipath and its path gain is dependent on signal bandwidth. 

In addition to the time dispersion phenomenon, angular dispersion effects are 

described by the double-directional channel impulse response [9] 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ll
l

llah ψψδφφδττδψφτ −−−= ∑       ,,         (2-2) 

where, al, τl, φl and ψl denoting the complex amplitude, the excess delay, the angle of 
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departure (AoD) and the angle of arrival (AoA), respectively. It is noted that the 

double-directional channel impulse response describes only the propagation channel and is 

thus independent of antenna. 

For MIMO systems, the channel response has to be described for all transmit and 

receive antenna pairs. Let us consider MIMO system with m transmit antennas and n 

receive antennas, then the time-invariant MIMO channel is represented by a n×m channel 

matrix: 

( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
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⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

=

τττ

τττ

τττ

τ

nmnn

m

m

hhh

hhh
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 2 1 
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K
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K

K

H           (2-3) 

where, hij(τ) denote the impulse response between the jth transmit antenna and the ith 

receive antenna. It is noted that hij(τ) includes the effects of propagation channel and 

antennas. The relationship between hij(τ) in (2-3) and h(τ, φ, ψ) in (2-2) is shown as 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ψϕψφψφττ
φ ψ

ddGGhh ij
ij            RxTxRxTx∫ ∫= ,,,r,r        (2-4) 

where, r(j)
Tx and r(j)

Rx are the coordinates of the jth transmit and ith receive antenna, 

respectively. Furthermore, GTx(φ) and GRx(ψ) represent the transmit and receive antenna 
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pattern, respectively. 

For cross-polarized antenna applications, the polarization can be take into account by 

extending the impulse response to a polarimetric (2×2) matrix [10] that describes the 

coupling between vertical (V) and horizontal (H) polarizations: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )ll
l

lHH
l

HV
l

VH
l

VV
l

HHHV

VHVV

aa

aa

hh

hh

ψψδφφδττδ

ψφτψφτ

ψφτψφτ
ψφτ

−−−
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⎠
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⎜

⎝

⎛
=

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
=

∑    
 

 
                       

      

      
   

 

pol
,,,,

,,,,
,,H

      (2-5) 

From (2-4) and (2-5), it is found that the bandwidth, array spacing and antenna 

polarization effects should be taking into account in the modeling of wideband MIMO 

channels. 

2.2 Multipath models for wideband channels 

For narrowband/wideband radio channels, the tapped-delay-line (TDL) model is a 

well-recognized model for multipath delay propagations. In this model, the axis of excess 

delay times is partitioned into bins and the bin width is equal to the reciprocal of the signal 

bandwidth. It assumes multipath arrive at every bins with average power profile that 

decays exponentially. 
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Multipath-clustering, the phenomenon that multipath arrivals in cluster, has been 

found in outdoor broadband channels as well as in indoor UWB channels [5-6, 11-16]. It is 

caused by the fact that scatterers tend to group together in realistic environments and are 

resolved in groups by the system with fine or very fine time resolution. Modeling of this 

phenomenon helps the design of an equalizer or Rake receiver, such as design of equalizers 

with unequal tap spacing or design of a selective Rake receiver and partial Rake receivers 

[12]. In addition, in [17], it shows that unclustered models tend to overestimate the channel 

capacity as comparing with the case that multipath components are indeed clustered. Here, 

tow well-recognized models to characterize the multipath-clustering phenomenon, the ∆-K 

model and the S-V model, are introduced. 

2.2.1 ∆-K model 

The ∆-K model is initiated by Turin et al. [18], [19] and developed by Suzuki [5] to 

describe the ToAs of MPCs by taking multipath-clustering into account. In the model, the 

axis of excess delay times (relative to the propagation delay of the direct path between 

transmitting and receiving antennas) is partitioned into bins with width ∆ [5]. The 

probability of having a path in bin i is a function of whether or not an arrival occurred in 

the previous bin, and is a function of the empirical probability of path occurrences at 

different delays, which is based on measurements. It can be stated as the branching process 
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of Fig. 2-1: the probability of having a path in bin i is equal to λi if there is no path in the 

(i-1)st bin; otherwise, it is increased by a factor K due to multipath-clustering effect. Note 

that, both the path occurrence probabilities, λi and K⋅λi, are equal to or less than 1. When K 

>1, the process exhibits a clustering property and large K represents a large clustering 

effect. For K=1, this process reverts to a standard Poisson process. 

It is noted that this model is applicable upon replacing K by ki, which is a function of 

the bin number i [5, 20-21]. From the branching process shown in Fig. 2-1 with replacing 

K by ki, it is found that, Pi, the probability of having a path in bin i, is equal to the sum of 

the probabilities (1-Pi-1)⋅λi and Pi-1⋅ki⋅λi. After some derivations, λi is given as 

2        ,  
11 1

≥
+⋅−

=
−

i
Pk

P

ii

i
i )(

λ            (2-6) 

where λ1 = P1. 

It is noted that ∆ is a model parameter to be chosen [5,18]. However, according to the 

assumption in these papers that each bin contains either one path or no path, it is 

reasonable to set ∆ as the signal time resolution, which is reciprocal of the signal 

bandwidth, of the specific radio system [11, 21-22]. This is because two or more paths 

arriving within the same time resolution interval cannot be resolved as distinct paths for a 

band-limited radio system [11]. Based on this fact, it is expected that systems with different 
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bandwidths may observe different multipath-clustering phenomenon and yield different 

channel model parameters for a specific environment because that the number of 

resolvable MPCs and clusters are changed with signal time resolution. 
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Fig. 2-1 The illustration of the ∆-K process. 

2.2.2 Saleh-Valenzuela model 

The S-V model was introduced first by Saleh-Valenzuela [6] to characterize the 

multipath-clustering phenomenon, and later verified, extended, and elaborated upon by 

many other researchers in [14-15]. The major difference between S-V model and 

Tapped-delay-line model is that S-V model doesn’t assume the arrival of paths on each 
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time interval. Instead, two Poisson models are employed in the modeling of the arrival time.  

The first Poisson model is for the first path of each path cluster and the second Poisson 

model is for the paths (or rays) within each cluster. Following the terminology in [6], we 

define 

Tl = the arrival time of the first path of the l-th cluster; 

τk,l = the delay of the k-th path within the l-th cluster relative to the first path arrival 

time, Tl;  

Λ = cluster arrival rate; 

λ = ray arrival rate, i.e., the arrival rate of path within each cluster. 

By definition, we have ll T=0τ . The distribution of cluster arrival time and the ray 

arrival time are given by (2-2) and (2-3), respectively 

( ) ( )[ ] 0                  11 >−Λ−Λ= −− lTTTTp llll ,exp        (2-7) 

( ) ( )[ ] 0   11 >−−= −− kp lklklklk ,exp ),(,),(, ττλλττ        (2-8) 

The magnitude of the k-th path within the l-th cluster is denoted by βkl. It is Rayleigh 

distributed with a mean given by 

( ) ( ) ( )γτββ lkllk T ,. expexp, −Γ−= 0022          (2-9) 
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where Γ and γ are the cluster and ray decay constants, respectively. ( )002 ,β  is the 

average power of the first arrival of the first cluster. Illustrations of the double exponential 

decay model in Fig. 2-2. 
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Fig. 2-2 The illustration of exponential decay of mean cluster power and ray power 

within clusters. 
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2.3 Spatial channel models 

2.3.1 Overview of Developed Spatial Channel Models 

A. Ray tracing models 

In the past few years, a deterministic model, called ray tracing, has been proposed 

based on the geometric theory and reflection and diffraction models. By using site-specific 

information, this technique deterministically models the propagation channel, including the 

path loss, the multipath delay and angle spread. However, the high computational burden 

and lack of detailed terrain and building databases make ray tracing models difficult to use. 

For computation efficiency, some physical-based models, such as Lee’s model and 

geometrically based single bounce models, and analytical-based models, such as 

correlation-based model, are developed. 

B. Lee’s model 

In Lee’s model, scatterers are evenly spaced on a circular ring about the mobile as 

shown in Fig. 2-3 [23, 24]. Each of the scatterers is intended to represent the effect of 

many scatterers within the region, and hence are referred to as effective scatterers.  

Assuming that N scatterers are uniformly placed on the circle with radius R and 

oriented such that a scatterer is located on the LOS, the discrete AoAs are 
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1  1 0         2
−=⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛≈ Nii
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R

i ,,,,sin K
πφ          (2-10) 

From the discrete AoAs, the correlation of the signals between any two elements of 

the array can be found using 

( ) ( )[ ]∑
−

=
+−=

1

0
00  2  1   

N

i
idj

N
DRd θθπθρ cosexp,,,        (2-11) 

where d is the element spacing and θ0 is measured with respect to the line between the two 

elements as shown in Fig. 2-3. 

 

 

Fig. 2-3 The illustration of the geometry of Lee’s model. 
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C. Geometrically Based Single Bounce Circular Model 

The Geometrically Based Single Bounce Circular Model (GBSBCM) is applicable to 

macro-cell scenarios. The geometry of the GBSBCM is shown in Fig. 2-4. It assumes that 

the scatterers lie within radius Rm about the mobile. Often the requirement that Rm < D is 

imposed. Furthermore, it assumes that there is no scatterer near the base station since the 

height of base station antenna is very large relative to scatterers in macro-cell environments. 

The idea of a circular region of scatterers centered about the mobile was originally 

proposed by Jakes [25] to derive theoretical results for the correlation observed between 

two antenna elements. The joint ToA and AoA density function at the mobile unit is [26] 

( )
( )( )

( )
⎪
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⎪
⎨

⎧
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−
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+−−
=

    otherwise                                                                     0
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cos
,,  (2-12) 

 

 

Fig. 2-4 The illustration of the geometry of GBSBCM. 
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D. Geometrically Based Single Bounce Elliptical Model 

For micro-cell environments where the base station antenna is at the same height as 

the surrounding scatterers, the Geometrically Based Single Bounce Elliptical Model 

(GBSBEM) is developed to take into account the effect of scatterers around the base 

station antennas [27-28]. In the GBSBEM, it assumes that scatterers are uniformly 

distributed within an ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2-5, where the base station and mobile are 

the foci of the ellipse. The parameters am and bm are the semi-major axis and semi-minor 

axis values, which are implicitly to delay of the maximum ToA to be considered, τm , by 

222          2 Dcbca mmmm −== ττ ,          (2-13) 

where c is the speed of light.  

A nice attribute of the elliptical model is the physical interpretation that only 

multipath signals that arrive with an absolute delay τm are accounted for by the model. 

Ignoring components with larger delays is possible since signals with longer delays will 

experience greater path loss, and hence have relatively low power compared to those with 

shorter delays.  

The joint ToA and AoA density function is given by [26] 
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In Chapter 4, a three-dimensional GBSBM which combines the concept of Lee’s 

model, GBSBCM and GBSBEM, is proposed to derived the correlation of the signals 

between any two elements of an spatial-/polar-array in pico-cell (indoor) environments.  

 

Fig. 2-5 The illustration of the geometry of GBSBEM. 

E. Correlation-based Models 

In contrast to physical models, analytical channel models characterize the transfer 

function of the channel between the individual transmit and receive antennas in a 

mathematical/analytical way without explicitly accounting for wave propagation.  

In [29-30], the European Union IST METRA (Multi-Element Transmit Receive 

Antennas) project proposed a stochastic model based on the power correlation matrix of 
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MIMO channels. In this model, it claims that the spatial cross correlation coefficient can be 

expressed as the product of the correlations at transmitting and receiving side. i.e.,   

Rx
mm

Tx
nn

l
nm

l
nm

nm
nm HH

21211111
11
22

22
 ρρρ == ,        (2-15) 

which can be also written in matrix form as 

Rx
H

Tx
HH PPP ⊗=              (2-16) 

where ‘⊗’ denotes the Kronecker product, PH is the power correlation matrix of the MIMO 

channel, Tx
HP  and Tx

HP  are the power correlation matrices seen from the transmitter and 

receiver, respectively. 

According to the above description, the MIMO channel can be easily generated by 

( ) lll P zCH =vec              (2-17) 

where vec(X) is the operation of stacking the columns of a matrix X into a vector. zl is a 

column vector (MN×1) with i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian elements. C is a symmetric 

matrix and the (x, y)th element of CCT equals the root of the power correlation coefficient 

between the xth and yth element of vec(Hl). Pl denotes channel power at delay time τl. 
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2.3.2 MIMO Channel Models in Standards 

A. IEEE 802.11n spatial channel model 

To enable multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna technologies in wireless 

local area networks (WLAN), the task group n (TGn) of IEEE 802.11 standardization 

group proposed a set of channel models applicable to indoor MIMO WLAN systems [7]. 

Some of the channel models are an extension of the SISO WLAN channel models, and a 

newly developed multiple antenna models is based on the cluster model developed by 

Saleh and Valenzuela [6].  

In [7], six clustering delay profile models are proposed for different indoor 

environments. The model parameters, such as number of clusters, number of taps in a 

particular cluster, and power, angular spread (AS), angle-of-arrival (AoA), and angle of 

departure (AoD) values of each tap are defined for each delay profile model. With the 

knowledge of each tap power, AS, and AoA (AoD), for a given antenna configuration, the 

channel matrix H can be determined. 

The MIMO channel modeling approach, which is similar to the method presented in 

[30-31] that utilizes receive and transmit correlation matrices. For a 4×4 array, the MIMO 

channel matrix H for each tap can be separated into a fixed (constant, LOS) matrix and a 

Rayleigh (variable, NLOS) matrix 
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where Xij (i-th receiving and j-th transmitting antenna) are correlated zero-mean, unit 

variance, complex Gaussian random variables as coefficients of the variable NLOS 

(Rayleigh) matrix HV, exp(jφij) are the elements of the fixed LOS matrix HF, K is the 

Rician K-factor, and P is the power of each tap. To correlate the Xij elements of the matrix 

X, the following method can be used 

[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]( )Ttxiidrx RHRX 2121=           (2-19) 

where Rtx and Rrx are the receive and transmit correlation matrices, respectively, and Hiid is 

a matrix of independent zero mean, unit variance, complex Gaussian random variables, and 
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where ρtxij are the complex correlation coefficients between i-th and j-th transmitting 

antennas, and ρrxij are the complex correlation coefficients between i-th and j-th receiving 

antennas. 

The complex correlation coefficient values calculation for each tap is based on the 

power angular spectrum (PAS) with angular spread (AS) being the second moment of PAS 

[32-33]. Using the PAS shape, AS, mean angle-of-arrival (AoA), and individual tap power, 

correlation matrices of each tap can be determined as described in [32]. For the uniform 

linear array (ULA) the complex correlation coefficient at the linear antenna array is 

expressed as 

)()( DjRDR XYXX +=ρ            (2-22) 

where λπ /dD 2= , and RXX and RXY are the cross-correlation functions between the real 

parts (equal to the cross-correlation function between the imaginary parts) and between the 

real part and imaginary part, respectively, with 
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B. 3GPP SCM/SCME channel model 

To enable multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna technologies in cellular 

systems, standardization groups 3GPP and 3GPP2 defined a spatial channel model (SCM) 

[8] for cellular systems with bandwidths up to 5 MHz. Recently, for 3GPP long-term 

evolution (LTE) standardization [2], an SCM extension (SCME) model including the 

wideband spatial channel characteristics was proposed to support bandwidths up to 20 

MHz. 

In [8], the spatial channel models for link level and system level simulations are 

defined. Link level simulations will not be used to compare performance of different 

algorithms. Rather, they will be used only for calibration, which is the comparison of 

performance results from different implementations of a given algorithm. Table 2-1 

summarizes the physical parameters to be used for link level modeling. The MIMO 

channel matrix generation method of the link level model is similar to that described in 

Section 2.3.2-A. 
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As opposed to link simulations which simply consider a single BS transmitting to a 

single MS, the system simulations typically consist of multiple cells/sectors, BSs, and MSs. 

Fig. 2-6 shows a roadmap for generating the channel coefficients. It defines three 

environments (suburban macro, urban macro, and urban micro) where urban micro is 

differentiated in line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) propagations. Detailed model 

parameters are listed in Table 2-2. In each environment, the number of paths is equal to 6. 

Each path is further composed of 20 spatially separated sub-paths to produce a Rayleigh 

fading envelope. The main characteristics of the model include a narrow angle spread (AS) 

per-path, with specific base station angle of departure (AoD) and mobile station angle of 

arrival (AoA) models. The large-scale behaviors, described by the composite AS, DS and 

shadow fading (SF), are simultaneously correlated in the log-normal domain to produce the 

expected channel characteristics for each realization of the channel. Path powers, path 

delays, and angular properties for both sides of the link are modeled as random variables 

defined through probability density functions (PDFs) and cross-correlations.  

For an S element linear BS array and a U element linear MS array, the channel 

coefficients for one of N multipath components are given by a U-by-S matrix of complex 

amplitudes. Denote the channel matrix for the nth multipath component (n = 1,…,N) as 

)(H tn . The (u,s)th component (s = 1, …, S; u = 1, …, U) of )(H tn  is given by 
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where the angular parameters are shown in Fig. 2-7. 

The 3GPP SCME is an extension to the SCM for bandwidths up to 20 MHz. In 3GPP 

SCME, the 20 sub-paths of SCM are split into 3 subsets, denoted as mid-paths, which are 

moved to different delays relative to the original path as shown in Fig. 2-8. The delays and 

powers of these 3 mid-paths are predetermined by an exponential power decay function 

with 10-ns delay spread. To keep the fading distribution close to Rayleigh, a mid-path is 

lumped of 4 or more sub-paths. The mid-path ASs (ASi where i is the mid-path index) are 

optimized such that the deviation from the path AS (ASn where n is the path index), i.e. the 

AS of all mid-paths combined, is minimized. The delays and the corresponding sub-paths 

of each mid-path are listed in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-1 The channel parameters of 3GPP SCM for link level simulations. 
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Table 2-2 The channel parameters of 3GPP SCM for system level simulations. 
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Table 2-3 Sub-paths to mid-paths assignment and resulting angle spread in 3GPP SCME 

1.024713, 14, 15, 1625 ns4 (of 20)3

1.00569, 10, 11, 12, 17, 1812.5 ns6 (of 20)2

0.98651, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
19, 20010 (of 20)1

Asi / ASnSub-pathsDelayNumber of 
sub-pathsMid-path

1.024713, 14, 15, 1625 ns4 (of 20)3

1.00569, 10, 11, 12, 17, 1812.5 ns6 (of 20)2

0.98651, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
19, 20010 (of 20)1

Asi / ASnSub-pathsDelayNumber of 
sub-pathsMid-path

 

 

 

Fig. 2-6 The illustration of the procedure for generating MIMO channels. 
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Fig. 2-7 The illustration of multipath angle parameters at BS and MS sides. 
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Fig. 2-8 A diagram of the mid-path approach of SCME. 
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Chapter 3 Measurement and Modeling 

of Wideband SISO Channels 

In this chapter, first our proposed method for wideband multipath model 

parameters estimation is described. We validate this method with extensive 

measurement data. The measurement setup and environments and the validation 

results are presented. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In order to realize the B3G systems, a thorough understanding of the time dispersion 

characteristics of radio multipath propagation channels is required. In high-speed wireless 

data transmission, severe frequency-selective fading of multipath channel causes 

inter-symbol interference (ISI) and leads to a significant problem for the systems. To solve 

the problem, modeling of multipath time-of-arrival (TOA), particular on the 

multipath-clustering phenomenon, is a fundamental and important work. 

Although there are many researches focused on the exploration or modeling of 

multipath-clustering phenomenon, few researches focused on the effect of signal 

bandwidth on observed multipath-clustering so far. As shown in Fig. 3-1, it is easily 

understood that in the observation of multipath-clustering of a radio channel using a 

band-limited signal, the result is mainly affected by the signal resolution, which is the 

reciprocal of the signal bandwidth. In this paper, based on the ∆-K model, newly formulas 

are derived to describe the relationships between the observed TOA model parameters of 

narrowband signals and those of wideband signals. Through this approach, effect of signal 

bandwidth on the observable multipath-clustering is explored. Furthermore, to completely 

characterize the time dispersion characteristics of the channel, a model using power ratio, 

decay constant and the Rician factor to describe multipath averaged power delay profile 
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and amplitude fading is proposed. Formulas to relate these model parameters of a 

wideband signal to those of a narrowband signal are also derived. Here, the model 

parameter estimation methods have been extensively validated by comparing the computed 

channel parameters with the ones extracted from the measured channel responses of 1.95 

GHz and 2.44 GHz broadband radios in metropolitan and suburban areas, and of 3-5 GHz 

UWB signals in indoors. 
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Fig. 3-1 A diagram for bandwidth effect on the observed multipath propagation channels. 

3.2 A novel method for wideband model parameter estimation 

To explore bandwidth dependency of the model parameters, which include the 

clustering parameter, formulas to describe the relationships between observed model 

parameters of narrowband signals and those of wideband signals are derived. Here, ∆-K 
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model is adopted to characterize the multipath-clustering. It is noted that the bandwidth of 

the wideband signal is confined to be n times of the narrowband signal’s, where n is a 

positive integer. For convenience, the parameters with a subscript f or F correspond to 

those of bandwidth f or F, respectively, where F=n⋅f. 

3.2.1 Bandwidth on observable multipath-clustering 

A. Formulas for wideband to narrowband 

Since a bin width is inversely proportional to its signal bandwidth, ∆f is equal to n⋅∆F, 

where ∆f and ∆F are the bin widths of the systems with signal bandwidths f and F, 

respectively. Therefore, when a received path occurs at bin i of a signal with bandwidth f, 

the path should arrive at one or more of the bins covering from the (n⋅i-n+1)th bin to the 

(n⋅i)th bin, for the signal with bandwidth F, which is due to the increase of time resolution 

interval. Fig. 3-2 shows an example of n=2. 

With the above analysis, λi,f and Pi,f are derived in terms of λj,F and Pj,F by (3-1) and 

(3-2), respectively. 

)11
1

FrA
n

r
fi ,, ( +

=
∏ −−= λλ             (3-1) 

where A= n⋅i-n. 
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Substituting λi,f and Pi,f into (2-6), ki,f is obtained. Here, let n=2, the analytical 

relationship between ki,f and k2⋅i-1,F is found and written as 
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     (3-3) 

On the right-hand side of (3-3), magnitudes of the second and third factors are in the 

range of 0 to 1. From (3-3), it is found that ki,f is smaller than k2⋅i-1,F if k2⋅i-1,F > 1. It means 

that wider bandwidth signal observes stronger multipath-clustering phenomenon. It is 

noted that k2⋅i-1,F ≅ k2⋅i,F, which is found from measurement data and is shown in Section 

3-3. 

B. Formulas for narrowband to wideband 

With (3-1) and (3-2), the observed model parameters of a narrowband signal cannot 

determine those of a wideband signal due to the limited conditions. For n=2, one extra 
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condition is needed to determine three unknown parameters, λ2⋅i-1,F, λ2⋅i,F and P2⋅i-1,F with 

those of bandwidth f, λi,f and Pi, f. Here, the condition is given by assuming λ2⋅i-1,F =λ2⋅i,F, 

i.e., the path arrival rates of two neighboring bins are equal. It is because that for both 

outdoor broadband and indoor UWB radio channels, multipath excess delay time is much 

larger than the time resolution (bin width). Based on this assumption, λ2⋅i-1,F and λ2⋅i,F are 

solved from (3-1) 

 212 11 i,fi,F,Fi λλλ −−== ⋅−⋅            (3-4) 

However, our assumption may lead to underestimate λ2⋅i-1,F and overestimate λ2⋅i,F 

since the path arrival rate decreased asymptotically with bin number. To reduce the 

estimation errors, λ2⋅i-1,F and λ2⋅i,F from (3-4) are modified using the interpolation method 

and are given by (3-5a) and (3-5b), respectively 
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FiFiFiFi ,,,, +⋅−⋅−⋅⋅ −⋅−= λλλλ         (3-5b) 

It is noted that λ2⋅i-1,F and λ2⋅i+1,F on the right-hand side of (3-5a) and (3-5b) are 

calculated from (3-4). Then, from (3-2) with n=2, P2⋅i-1,F is solved and given by (3-6a) 
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P2⋅i,F is computed by averaging its neighboring points and is given by (3-6b) 

( ) 2  
12

 
12

 
2 FiFiFi PPP ,,, +⋅−⋅⋅ +=           (3-6b) 

Substituting λj,F and Pj,F into (2-6), kj,F is obtained. Through the above approaches, the 

model parameters of a wideband signal, λj,F, Pj,F and kj,F, are determined by those of a 

narrowband signal, λi,f and Pi,f, for n=2. Furthermore, by repeating the procedures, this 

method can be extended to n=2m, where m=2, 3, …. 
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Fig. 3-2 A diagram for the arrival of multipath when bandwidth changes from F to f for n=2. 
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3.2.2 Bandwidth on multipath power decay and amplitude fading 

To completely characterize the time dispersion characteristics of the channel, effects 

of bandwidth on multipath averaged power decay and amplitude fading are analyzed as 

follows. 

A.  A statistical model for multipath averaged power decay and amplitude fading 

In many literatures for broadband and UWB radio channel modeling [34-35], the 

small-scale averaged power delay profile (aPDP), ( )τg , is modeled by an exponential time 

decay function with a stronger first bin and is expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
Γ−−+= ∑

=
i

L

i
iGg τδττγτδτ

2
211   exp         (3-7) 

where 1 G  is the mean power of the first bin, τi is the relative time delay of bin i and is 

equal to (i-1)⋅∆, γ is the power ratio that is defined as the ratio of the second bin’s mean 

power to the first bin’s mean power, Γ is the exponentially power decay constant and δ is 

the Dirac delta function. From our extended measurement data at indoor environments, one 

of the examples shown in Fig. 3-3, it is found that this model well describes the measured 

aPDP. 

Based on our measurement data, it is found that the amplitude fading of the first bin 
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follows a Rician distribution with a large Rician factor and the later bins tend to follow the 

Rayleigh statistics (the Rician factor is closed to zero), as shown in Fig. 3-4. It is noted that 

measured points no.1-no.12 are in LOS (Line-of-Sight) situations and the rest points are in 

NLOS (Non LOS) situations. Details of measurements are described later in Section 3.3.2. 

 

Power ratio

Exponentially power decay

Power ratio

Exponentially power decay

 

Fig. 3-3 The averaged power delay profile of a 500 MHz-bandwidth UWB signal at an indoor 

environment and under NLOS condition. The wavy line shows the measured profile. The 

straight line, which is obtained by a best-fit procedure, represents an exponential decay line. 
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Fig. 3-4 Rician factors of the first 15 bins of each measured point at indoor environments 

with 2-GHz bandwidth are shown. The total numbers of measured points are 24.  

B. Formulas for wideband to narrowband 

For an uncorrelated scattered radio propagation channel [36], bins’ amplitudes are 

distributed independently of one another, and the averaged bin power is calculated by the 

power sum of multipath in a bin. For example, averaged power sum of two successive bins 

for bandwidth F is equal to the averaged power of the corresponding bin for bandwidth f 

when n=2, i.e., FiFifi GGG ,,, ⋅−⋅ += 212 . From (3-7) and n=2, fiG ,  is expressed by 
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From (3-8), it is found that fiG ,  is exponentially decayed from bin 2 with time 

decay constant ΓF. It represents that the decay constant is independent of signal bandwidth, 

i.e., Γf = ΓF.  

From (3-8), the power ratio fff GG ,, 12=γ  is expressed by 

( ) ( )[ ]FFFF
F

F
f Γ∆⋅−+Γ∆−⋅

+
= 2

1
expexp

γ
γγ        (3-9) 

From (3-9), γf is greater than γF if ΓF >> ∆F, which is true for the most indoor UWB 

channels that their decay constants are larger than 10 ns and their bin widths are smaller 

than 2 ns.  

The Rician statistics is mainly characterized by a Rician factor, R, which is defined as 

the power ratio of the specular/ LOS path to the scattered multipath. For the first bin, when 

the signal bandwidth changes from F to f, the specular/LOS path power is unchanged but 

the scattered multipath power is increased by FG ,2  due to the increase of the bin width 

and no specular/LOS path in bin 2 (its Rician factor is closed to 0). Therefore, Rf, after 

simple derivations, is given by (3-10) 
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Since the denominator of (3-10) is always larger than one, Rf is smaller than RF. The 

reason for this result is that the total number of scattered multipath in the first bin is 

increased when the signal bandwidth is decreased, which yields increase of the scattered 

power. It is noted that (3-10) is not so meaningful for the latter bins since their amplitude 

fading follow a Rayleigh distribution with their Rician factors all close zero. 

C. Formulas for narrowband to wideband 

With (3-9) and the condition Γf = ΓF, it is easily found that γF is given by 
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Substituting (3-11) into (3-12), RF is expressed by 
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3.3 Measurement setup and environments 

3.3.1 Outdoor environments 

For outdoor environments, the RUSK broadband vector channel sounder [37] is 

employed to measure the band-limited channel impulse response. The system diagram of 

the channel sounder is illustrated in Fig. 3-5. It consists of a mobile transmitter with an 

omni-directional antenna, and a fixed receiver with an 8-element uniform linear array 

antenna. Maximum 120-MHz broadband radio signal can be generated by periodic 

multi-frequency signals excitation. It is very helpful for this study, because radio channel 

data for the narrowband signal can be intercepted from the measurement data of the 

wideband signal. 

Measurements of broadband radio channel impulse response were performed at three 

outdoor sites in Taipei (a large city) and a suburban area. A summary of the measurement 

setup and environments for these sites is given in Table 3-1. At each site, the fixed receiver 

and its antenna were mounted on a rooftop; the mobile transmitter and its antenna were 

carried by a car with antenna height of 1.8 m above the ground. Measurement was done 

along selected routes with a speed of 10 Km/hr approximately, and the channel responses 

were sampled in a time grid of 1000.448 ms. It is noted that the distance between two 

neighboring channel response sampling points are around 10-20 times of wavelength of the 
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center frequency, which means that the small-scale measurements were not performed at 

outdoor sites. 
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Fig. 3-5 System diagram of the RUSK wideband vector channel sounder. 
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Table 3-1 Setup and environments for the broadband outdoor channel measurements 

Site No. Urban 1 Urban 2 Suburban 

Measurement 

Environment 

Heavily built up area 

with an average 

building height of 10 

stories. The maximum 

one is 26 stories. 

Heavily built up area 

with an average 

building height of 10 

stories. The maximum 

one is 20 stories. 

Small village with 

buildings of 3~6 

stories and gardens 

with trees and pools. 

Numbers of 

sampled routes 

and points 

Total number of the 

sampled routes is 7 

and each route has 150 

meters long 

approximately. Total 

sampled points are 

about 600. Most of 

them are in NLOS 

situation. 

Total number of the 

sampled routes is 8 

and each route has 250 

meters long 

approximately. Total 

sampled points are 

about 900. Most of 

them are in NLOS 

situation. 

Total number of the 

sampled routes is 5 

and each route has 150 

meters long 

approximately. Total 

sampled points are 

about 400. Most of 

them are in NLOS 

situation. 

Center 

Frequency 
2.44 GHz 1.95 GHz 1.95 GHz 

Bandwidth 120 MHz 50 MHz 50 MHz 

Receiver 
On the rooftop of a 

11-floor building. 

On the rooftop of a 

12-floor building. 

On the rooftop of a 

8-floor building. 
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3.3.2 Indoor environments 

A schematic diagram of the UWB indoor channel measurement system is shown in 

Fig. 3-6. An Agilent 8719ET Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) was used for measuring the 

frequency response of the channel. The transmitted signal is sent from the VNA to the 

transmitting antenna through a low-loss 10-m coaxial cable. Both the transmitting and 

receiving antennas (EM-6865) are vertical-polarized and omni- directional in the H-plane. 

They are biconical antennas covering 2-18 GHz. The signal from the receiving antenna is 

returned to the VNA via a low-loss 30-m coaxial cable and is amplified by a Low Noise 

Amplifier (LNA) with a gain of 30 dB connecting to the VNA. The VNA records the 

variation of 801 complex tones across the 3-5 GHz frequency range, by measuring the 

S-parameter, S21, of the UWB channel, which is essentially the transfer function of the 

channel. The time-domain channel response can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier 

transform (IFFT) of the frequency-domain channel response. 

UWB propagation experiments were performed in three different floors of 

Engineering Building Number Four at the National Chiao-Tung University in Hsin-Chu, 

Taiwan. Figs. 3-7(a)-(d) show the floor layouts of the measurement sites including a 

laboratory, a classroom, a computer room, and corridors/classrooms, respectively. Room 

#901 is a laboratory with some equipments and iron tables. The classroom has many 
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wooden chairs and the computer room has ten iron tables and fifty computers. At these 

sites, all measured points are under the LOS condition. At the last site, the transmitter (Tx) 

is located at the corridor and 15 measured points are carefully planned to include LOS and 

NLOS propagations. At each measured point, 64 channel frequency responses were 

sampled at 64 sub-points, arranged in 8×8 square grid, as shown in Fig. 3-7(d). The 

spacing between two neighboring sub-points is 3.75 cm, which is equal to half wavelength 

of the center frequency. In each measurement, both the transmitting and receiving antennas 

are fixed with the same height of 1.6 m. 

Here, these 24 measured points are classified into two scenarios, the “Indoor LOS” 

and the “Indoor NLOS”. The “Indoor LOS” represents all the measurements in the LOS 

condition, which contains the measured points no.1-no.12. The distance between the 

transmitter and each receiver is ranged from 2 m to 9 m. The “Indoor NLOS” represents all 

the measurements in the NLOS condition, which contains the measured points no.13-no.24. 

The distance between the transmitter and each receiver is ranged from 3 m to 18 m. 
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Fig. 3-6 Schematic diagram of the UWB indoor channel measurement system. 
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Fig. 3-7 Layouts of four sites where the UWB indoor channel measurements were performed. 

Locations of the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver are shown by “ ” and “•”, respectively. 
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3.4 Validation and Discussions 

It is noted that the ∆-K model parameters are extracted from the measured 

instantaneous power delay profiles (iPDPs) for both outdoor and indoor measurement sites. 

However, the model parameters of aPDP and amplitude fading are only computed and 

validated for indoor sites since the small-scale measurements were not performed at 

outdoor sites. 

3.4.1 Measurement data processing and analysis 

A. Measurement data processing 

Before performing the ∆-K model parameters extraction, the measured iPDPs were 

processed according to the following procedures. It is noted that a propagation path may be 

undetected in an iPDP due to the amplitude fading. Therefore, to increase the reliability of 

the estimation, only the iPDPs with large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are considered for 

extracting the ∆-K model parameters. 

1) Delay translation: Since the absolute propagation delays of the received signals 

vary from one location to another, an appropriate delay reference is needed to 

characterize the relative delays of each path. Here the measured delay time of each 

iPDP is shifted by the propagation delay, which is equal to d/c, where d is the T-R 
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separation distance and c is the speed of light. 

2) iPDP selection: Since the path detection algorithm that shown in the following is in 

connection with the noise floor, most of the long-delay paths can not be detected 

for a measured iPDP with low SNR. Here only the measured iPDPs with high SNR 

(highest peak>noise floor+20 dB) were selected to extract the model parameters. 

Therefore, effect of the amplitude fading on model parameters, which is not 

considered in our approach, is reduced especially for the bins with short delays 

because of their high powers. 

3) Path detection: To detect the presence of a path in any bin, we adopt the approach 

presented in [11, 22, 38] by choosing a α-dB threshold relative to the highest peak 

power in the iPDP. Besides that, the path power must also exceed 6 dB above the 

noise floor [35] to reduce the influence of noise on path detection. The noise floor 

for each iPDP is obtained by computing the average power from the portion of the 

iPDP that is measured before the first MPC arrives. To choose a reasonable value of 

α, effects of this value on some channel statistics, such as average mean excess 

delay, average rms delay spread, standard deviation of rms delay spread, and 

average number of paths, were analyzed. It is found that the average mean excess 

delay, average rms delay spread, and standard deviation of rms delay spread, are all 

in saturation region when the threshold value is larger than around 20 dB for all 
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measurement sites. However, different phenomenon is found for average number of 

paths, which is increased as the threshold value. It is simply because that larger 

threshold value will capture more number of paths. However, this increase does not 

influence the value of the model parameters because of these paths having very low 

power. For example, when α is larger than around 20 dB, Pi, λi and ki with small i 

will not be changed with α. Therefore, the relative power threshold value was 

chosen as 20 dB in this paper. 

 

For the computation of model parameters, the path arrivals of an iPDP is described by 

a path indicator sequence of “0”s and “1”s, where a “1” indicates the presence of a path in 

a given bin and a “0” represents the absence of a path in that bin. 

Furthermore, for the aPDP and small-scale amplitude fading model parameters 

extraction, the aPDP of each measured point at indoor sites is computed by averaging the 

iPDPs sampled at the 64 sub-points. 

B. Model parameter extraction 

Here we follow the method proposed by [22] for ∆-K model parameters extraction. 

Compared to the model parameter extracting method using in previous works [11, 13, 20], 

the method directly describes the bin-by-bin conditional path arrival probabilities and 

provides an easier mean to calculate the λi and ki. 
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In the method, all the selected path indicator sequences of each measurement site 

were collected to compute the ∆-K model parameters through the following procedures: 

1) Pi computation: 

total

i
i N

N
P ,1

 =              (3-13) 

where N1,i is the number of points that the path indicator is 1 at bin i, Ntotal is the 

number of total selected points for this site. It is noted that the average number of 

paths (NPαdB), one of the key channel characteristics for broadband and UWB radio 

propagations, can be calculated as the sum of Pi, i.e., ∑=
i

iPαdBNP . In this paper, 

α is chosen as 20. 

2) λi computation: 

ii

i
i NN

N

,,

,

0100

01
  +

=λ             (3-14) 

where N 01,i is the number of points that the path indicator is 0 at the (i-1)th bin and 

is 1 at the i th bin, N 00,i is the number of points that the path indicator is 0 at both the 

(i-1)th and the i th bins. 

3) ki computation: 
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where N11,i is the number of points that the path indicator is 1 at both the (i-1)th and 

the i th bins, N10,i is the number of points that the path indicator is 1 at the (i-1)th bin 

and is 0 at the i th bin. 

 

Furthermore, the model parameters of averaged power decay, γ and Γ, are extracted 

from the aPDP by the best-fit procedure for each measured point at indoor sites. Finally, 

the Rician factor is obtained by fitting the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 64 

subpoints’ amplitude to that of a Rician distribution for each measured point at indoor 

sites. 

3.4.2 Validation Results 

A. Bandwidth on observable multipath-clustering 

Figs. 3-8(a) and (b) illustrates measured and computed λi and Pi of 60MHz-bandwidth 

signal at the “Urban 1” site, respectively. In these figures, the discrete points of λi or Pi are 

connected by curves for clarity. The computed λi and Pi are achieved from the measured λj 

and Pj of 30MHz-bandwidth signal by using (3-5) and (3-6), respectively. The comparison 

shows that the proposed method yields good prediction accuracy of λi with me-λ = -0.0632, 
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σe-λ = 0.0906 and Pi with me-P = -0.0669, σe-P = 0.0922. Here, me-λ and me-P represent the 

mean of the relative error (the ratio of the difference between the computed and the 

measured data to the measured data) of λi and Pi, respectively. σe-λ and σe-P are the 

standard deviations of the relative error of λi and Pi, respectively. For UWB radio 

propagation in indoor environments, Figs. 3-9(a) and (b) illustrate measured and computed 

λi and Pi, respectively, of 1GHz-bandwidth signal at the “Indoor NLOS” site. Here, the 

computed data for 1GHz-bandwidth signal is achieved from the measured data of a signal 

with 500 MHz bandwidth using (3-5) and (3-6). For conciseness, the results of other sites 

are not illustrated. In Tale 3-2, the values of me-λ, σe-λ, me-P and σe-P for n=2 at all sites are 

listed. From Table 3-2, it is found that the absolute value of me-λ and me-P are all less than 

0.1, which validates our proposed method. The small difference between the measured and 

the computed parameter values may be mainly due to the amplitude fading which is 

dependent on the bandwidth and is not considered in our approach. Besides that, the small 

fluctuation of λi and Pi as shown in Figs. 3-8 and 3-9, also lead some prediction error 

because it is inconsistent to our assumption that λi and Pi decrease asymptotically with bin 

number. 

For the case of n=4, Figs. 3-10(a) and (b) illustrates measured and computed λi and Pi 

of 120MHz-bandwidth signal at the “Urban 1” site, respectively. Here, the computed data 

for 120MHz-bandwidth signal is achieved from the measured data of a signal with 30 MHz 
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bandwidth. The comparison shows that our proposed method also yields good prediction 

accuracy of λi and Pi for n=4. The me-λ, σe-λ, me-P and σe-P for n=4 at all sites are calculated 

and listed in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-4 shows the average number of paths, NP20dB, which were calculated from the 

measured and computed results of Pi, respectively. It is found that the average number of 

paths is increased as the signal bandwidth is increased. In addition to the me-λ, σe-λ, me-P 

and σe-P shown in Tables 3-2 and 3-3, the good prediction accuracy of NP20dB shown in 

Table 3-4 also validates our proposed method. The mean value of relative errors of NP20dB 

are -0.0701 and -0.1551 for n=2 and 4, respectively. 

Fig. 3-11 illustrates measured ki of 1GHz-bandwidth signal at the “Indoor NLOS” site. 

It is found that ki fluctuates at bins with large bin number. It is noted that for clearly 

showing the small variation of ki at bins with small bin number, the value of ki have been 

clipped at the far right of Fig. 3-11. From (3-15), it is easily understood that the fluctuation 

of ki results from the very small values of λi, N10,i and N11,i for bins with long delays. 

However, these bins are insignificant to the value of channel parameters because of their 

very low powers. From Figs. 3-9 and 3-11, it is found that ki varies slightly at bins with λi 

≥ 0.1 (bin number ≤ 80). Therefore, it is reasonable to use K , which is defined as the 

mean value of ki of the bins with λi ≥ 0.1, as an index to quantify the observed 

multipath-clustering. 
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K  versus bandwidth at both the outdoor and indoor measurement sites are illustrated 

in Figs. 3-12(a) and (b), respectively. The figures show that K  is increased when the 

signal bandwidth increased, i.e., the wider bandwidth signal yields stronger observable 

multipath-clustering. It is because that more paths may be resolved due to the finer time 

resolution of the signal, which increases the probability of clustering occurrence. 

In Fig. 3-12(a), it is also found that K  value in urban area is larger than that of the 

suburban area. It is simply because that in urban areas, the scatterers (buildings) are more 

dense and larger than those of the suburban areas, which leads to a larger chance of 

multipath components arriving in-group. For indoor environments, K  in LOS situation is 

smaller than that of NLOS situation as shown in Fig. 3-12(b). This is because power of the 

direct path is much larger than that of the reflected and scattered paths under LOS 

condition, most part of the grouping paths from scattering and multiple reflections cannot 

be detected. 
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Fig. 3-8 Comparisons of the measured and computed results of (a) the path arrival rate λi; 

and (b) the path occurrence probability Pi of “Urban 1” site with 60-MHz bandwidth for n=2. 
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Fig. 3-9 Comparisons of the measured and computed results of (a) the path arrival rate λi; (b) 

the path occurrence probability Pi of “Indoor NLOS” site with 1 GHz bandwidth for n=2. 
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Fig. 3-10 Comparisons of the measured and computed results of (a) the path arrival rate λi; 

(b) the path occurrence probability Pi of “Urban 1” site with 120 MHz bandwidth for n=4. 
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Table 3-2 Values of me-λ, σe-λ, me-P and σe-P for n=2. 

Measurement Sites Bandwidth (F) me-λ σe-λ me-P σe-P 

Urban 1 120 MHz -0.0853 0.0902 -0.0790 0.0931 

Urban 2 50 MHz -0.0793 0.0928 -0.0763 0.0911 

Suburban 50 MHz -0.0924 0.1087 -0.0891 0.1012 

Indoor LOS 2 GHz -0.0911 0.1070 -0.0886 0.1031 

Indoor NLOS 2 GHz -0.0786 0.1125 -0.0807 0.1007 

 

Table 3-3 Values of me-λ, σe-λ, me-P and σe-P for n=4. 

Measurement Sites Bandwidth (F) me-λ σe-λ me-P σe-P 

Urban 1 120 MHz -0.1610 0.1134 -0.1423 0.1197 

Urban 2 50 MHz -0.1539 0.1187 -0.1501 0.1159 

Suburban 50 MHz -0.1711 0.1314 -0.1730 0.1288 

Indoor LOS 2 GHz -0.1643 0.1278 -0.1713 0.1256 

Indoor NLOS 2 GHz -0.1592 0.1309 -0.1625 0.1248 
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Table 3-4 Values of measured and computed NP20dB 

Measurement 
Sites 

Bandwidth 
(F) 

Measured 
NP20dB 

Computed NP20dB 
(computed from 

measured data @ 1/2×F)

Computed NP20dB 
(computed from 

measured data @ 1/4×F)
120 MHz 15.4 14.2 13.4 

60 MHz 11.8 11.2 --- Urban 1 

30 MHz 8.5 --- --- 

50 MHz 13.8 13.0 12.2 

25 MHz 10.6 10.1 --- Urban 2 

12.5 MHz 8.2 --- --- 

50 MHz 12.8 12.0 11.3 

25 MHz 9.3 8.7 --- Suburban 

12.5 MHz 6.9 --- --- 

2 GHz 25.3 22.8 19.6 

1 GHz 15.8 14.8 --- Indoor LOS 

0.5 GHz 11.8 --- --- 

2 GHz 67.3 60.4 54.7 

1 GHz 38.3 35.4 --- Indoor NLOS 

0.5 GHz 24.0 --- --- 

 

k i

Bin Number (i)

k i

Bin Number (i)  

Fig. 3-11 The measured ki of “Indoor NLOS” site with 1 GHz bandwidth. 
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Fig. 3-12 K  value of the measurement sites: (a) outdoor environments; and (b) indoor 

environments. 
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B. Bandwidth on multipath power decay and amplitude fading 

Fig. 3-13 shows the decay constant versus measured point number for the “Indoor 

LOS” and “Indoor NLOS” sites with signal bandwidths of 500 MHz, 1 GHz and 2 GHz. 

The comparison shows that the decay constant is independent of the signal bandwidth 

because that there is only little difference of decay constant value among the three 

bandwidths at each measured point. 

Fig. 3-14 shows the power ratio versus measured point number for the “Indoor LOS” 

and “Indoor NLOS” sites with signal bandwidths of 500 MHz, 1 GHz and 2 GHz. It is 

found that the power ratio is decreased when the signal bandwidth is increased, which 

validates our analytical result as shown in (3-9). Fig. 3-15 shows the measured and 

computed power ratio for bandwidth of 1 GHz. Here, the computed results are based on the 

measured results of a 500MHz-bandwdith signal and using (3-11). The comparison shows 

that our proposed method yields good prediction accuracy of power ratio. 

Fig. 3-16 shows the first bin’s Rician factor versus measured point number for the 

“Indoor LOS” and “Indoor NLOS” sites with signal bandwidths of 500 MHz, 1 GHz and 2 

GHz. It is found that the Rician factor is increased when the signal bandwidth is increased 

for most of the measured points, which validate our analytical result as shown in (3-10). 

Fig. 3-17 illustrate measured and computed Rician factor for bandwidth of 1 GHz. Here, 
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the computed data for 1GHz-bandwidth signal is achieved from the measured data of a 

signal with 500 MHz bandwidth using (3-12). It is found that our proposed method yields 

good prediction accuracy for the points with low Rician factors, but leads to an 

overestimation for the points with large Rician factors. However, this kind of difference 

does not cause significant impact on the small-scale fading statistical properties because 

that the statistical properties of Rician fading are not very sensitive to large Rican factors 

[39]. 
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Fig. 3-13 Decay constant versus measured point number for signal bandwidths of 500 

MHz, 1 GHz, and 2 GHz at “Indoor LOS” and “Indoor NLOS” sites. 
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Fig. 3-14 Power ratio versus measured point number for signal bandwidths of 500 MHz, 

1 GHz, and 2 GHz at “Indoor LOS” and “Indoor NLOS” sites. 

 

Fig. 3-15 Comparisons between the measured and computed results of the power ratio for 

all measured points at “Indoor LOS” and “Indoor NLOS” sites with 1 GHz bandwidth. 
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Fig. 3-16 Rician factor versus measured point number for signal bandwidths of 500 MHz, 1 

GHz, and 2 GHz at “Indoor LOS” and “Indoor NLOS” sites. 

 
Fig. 3-17 Comparisons between the measured and computed results of the Rician factor for 

all measured points at “Indoor LOS” and “Indoor NLOS” sites with 1 GHz bandwidth. 
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3.5 Summary 

For a band-limited system, due to the limitation of the signal time resolution, 

observation of the multipath-clustering is a function of not only the propagation 

environment but also the signal bandwidth. In this chapter, with the help of ∆-K model the 

effect of signal bandwidth on observable multipath-clustering is investigated by exploring 

the relationship between ∆, signal bin width, and K , an index to quantify the 

multipath-clustering phenomenon. A formula is derived to show that the signal with larger 

bandwidth yields finer time resolution and observe more MPCs, which may show stronger 

multipath-clustering in iPDPs. To completely characterize the time dispersion 

characteristics of the channel, bandwidth dependencies of multipath averaged power delay 

profile and amplitude fading are also formulated. Here, a model is applied to characterize 

the averaged power delay profile with two coefficients, the power ratio and decay constant. 

In addition, the amplitude fading is described by a Rician distribution function. It is found 

that (1) the power ratio is decreased when the signal bandwidth is increased; (2) the decay 

constant is independent of signal bandwidth; and (3) the Rician factor is increased as the 

signal bandwidth is increased. Our findings are validated by the measurement results of 

1.95 GHz and 2.44 GHz broadband signals in metropolitan and suburban areas, and by the 

results of 3-5 GHz UWB signals in indoors. 
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Chapter 4 Measurement and Modeling 

of Space Correlation for Indoor 

Wideband MIMO Channels 

In this chapter, a 3D geometrically based single bounce model (3D GBSBM) that 

we developed for the space correlation of indoor wideband MIMO channels is 

introduced. The comaprsions between simulated and measured space correlation for 

spatial/polar arrays are presented.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Recently, MIMO technologies have attracted great interest for broadband wireless 

communication systems due to its potential to provide channel capacity gain without 

additional bandwidths. Meanwhile, it is well known that to what extent the MIMO capacity 

can reach depends on the correlations among sub-channels. For the spatial/polar arrays, the 

correlations among sub-channels are dependent on not only the array spacing but also the 

antenna polarization.  

For MIMO systems operated in indoor buildings, the elevation spectrum must be 

considered in addition to the azimuth spectrum. However, there is a real scarcity of 

published models for the elevation spectrum in these environments that are suitable for 

MIMO system studies. In particular, the combined impact of the polarization 

characteristics and the elevation spectrum has been given little attention. It is noted that the 

use of cross-polarized antennas for MIMO systems is now receiving considerable attention 

since they are able to double the antenna numbers for half the spacing needs of 

co-polarized antennas. 

In [40], an analytical expression for the spatial correlation of uniform rectangular 

dipole arrays considering elevation spectrum and azimuth spectrum is derived. It shows 

that the dipole arrays have more spatial correlation than isotropic arrays, if the elevation 
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spread is larger than azimuth spread. In [41], a composite model that takes into account 

both 2D and 3D propagations for cross polarized channels are proposed and the impact of 

elevation angle on MIMO capacity is analyzed. It shows that the 3D component captures 

the environments when the elevation angle power spectrum is significant. The ergodic 

capacity is very sensitive to the power ratio between 2D and 3D components especially for 

an environment with low azimuth angle spread. From [40] and [41], it is found that the 3D 

multipath is significant in correlation among sub-channels as well as the MIMO capacity. 

However, the analysis results in [40, 41] are based on some assuming stochastic models of 

angle spectrum, which does not capture the physical property of a specific indoor 

environment. 

In this chapter, a hybrid wideband spatial channel model, which combines the 

site-specific specular rays with a newly 3D geometric based single bounce model (3D 

GBSBM) for scattering rays, is presented. Here, the 3D GBSBM is extended from the 

combination model of the GBSBEM and GBSBCM. The region of scatterers for different 

taps can be modeled by GBSBEM, and the effective scatters located near the transmitting 

and receiving antennas are modeled by GBSBCM. Based on this model, we derived the 

per-tap correlation between MIMO sub-channels of spatial/polar arrays and validated by 

measurements in an indoor environment.  
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4.2 A New Model for Wideband MIMO Channel Correlation 

To model the indoor propagation channels, which is significant dependent on the 

layout of the building, a hybrid model is proposed. The hybrid model combines a 

site-specific deterministic model with a 3D GBSBM statistical model. Here, the former 

model describes the specular rays, and the latter one is used to model the scattered rays. 

Based on the hybrid model, the received electric field at time delays of nτ  , ( )ntE τ
v

, is 

determined by a superposition of deterministic and randomly scattered rays, which is given 

by 

( ) ( ) ( )∑∑ +=
i

niS
j

njDnt EEE τττ ,,
vvv

           (4-1) 

where DE
v

 and SE
v

 are the deterministic and randomly scattered rays, respectively.  

As (2-3), an UWB/wideband MIMO channel is represented by a channel matrix that is 

function of delays. Therefore, a useful model for wideband MIMO channels should have 

the capability to model the channel matrix or correlation matrix for taps with different 

delays. Fig. 4-1 is an illustration of the per-tap spatial correlation metrics for a 2×2 MIMO 

channels.  

As shown in Section 2.3.1, a nice attribute of the GBSBEM is the physical 
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interpretation that multipath signals arrived with different delays are accounted by 

changing the length of the axes of the ellipse. Based on this concept, a three-dimensional 

geometrically based single bounce ellipsoid model is proposed to model the indoor 

wideband MIMO channels. 

From (4-1), the space correlation of the nth tap received signal, ( )nt τρ , is given by 

( ) ( ) ( )nSnDnt τρ
χ

τρ
χ

χτρ
+

+
+

=
1

1
1

          (4-2) 

where Dρ  and Sρ  are the space correlation resulted by the deterministic and randomly 

scattered rays, respectively, and χ is the power ratio of the deterministic rays to the 

scattered rays. 

 

τ1 τ2τ1 τ2
 

Fig. 4-1 Per tap MIMO correlation metrics. 
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4.2.1 3D Geometrically Based Single Bounce Model 

Fig. 4-2 shows the geometry of an ellipsoid with axes lengths of a, b and c. The 

scatterer lies at coordinates (x, y, z) on the surface of the ellipsoid satisfy 

12

2

2

2

2

2
=++

c
z

b
y

a
x               (4-3) 

As shown in Fig. 4-2, the transmitter and receiver are located at (0, 0, -f) and (0, 0, f), 

respectively. To keep the propagation distances of every scattered rays caused by the 

scatterers on the surface of the ellipsoid as a constant value, we let ba =  and 

222 cfa =+ . From (4-4a) and (4-4b), it is found that the propagation distances of the 

scattered rays are equal to a constant value, i.e., 021 2 ccdd =+ , where 0c  is the light 

speed. 

( ) fz
c

cffzzz
c
aafzyxd 12 222

2

2
2222

1 +=+++−=+++=    (4-4a) 

( ) fz
c

cffzzz
c
aafzyxd 12 222

2

2
2222

2 −=+−+−=−++=    (4-4b) 

For wideband channels, the scatterer regions of different taps with time delay of 
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00 cn dn ∆+=ττ  can be modeled as different sub-regions of the ellipsoid with different 

axes length by ccn 20 =τ  as shown in Fig. 4-3. Here, 0τ  is the absolute propagation 

delay of the direct path between the transmitter and the receiver, and d∆  is the equivalent 

propagation distance for a delay time which is equal to the bin width. 

Furthermore, it is known that the scattering field strength is inversely proportional to 

the square of the product value of the length from transmitter to the scatterer and the length 

from the scatterer to receiver. It implies that the local scatterers compared to the far 

scatterers mainly contribute the scattering field. Therefore, we introduced the concept of 

the GBSBCM to model the local scatterers around the transmitter and the receiver as 

shown in Fig. 4-4 and Fig. 4-5. By combining the 3D GBSBEM and GBSBCM, the 

effective scatterer region for different taps is determined. Furthermore, for simplicity, we 

use the “effective” scatterers concept in Lee’s model which shows that the scatterer within 

the effective scatterer region can be represented by uniformly distributed effective 

scatterers in the outer surface of the scatterer region.  

Fig. 4-4(a) shows the effective scatterer region for the first tap. The effective 

scattering rays caused by the local scatterers around the transmitter arrives the receiver 

within a small angle spread, which leads large correlation coefficient (almost equal to 1). 

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4-4(b), the effective scattering rays caused by the local 

scatterers around the receiver is modeled by effective scatterers which is uniformly 
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distributed on the surface of the ellipsoid with major axis half length of 2dfc ∆+= . It 

is noted that the field strength of all scattering rays are equal. 

Fig. 4-5(a) and Fig. 4-5(b) show the effective scatter region and the effective 

scatterers, respectively, for the second tap. It is found that the effective scatterers is 

constrained in a small region of the surface of the ellipsoid with major axis half length of 

dfc ∆+= , which is different to the case for the first tap. The covered area of the effective 

region is dependent on the bin width and the tap number, which is derived in the next 

section. 
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Fig. 4-2 The illustration of the geometry of the 3D GBSBEM. 
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Fig. 4-3 The geometry for the scatter region of different taps. 
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Fig. 4-4 The illustration of the geometry of the 3D GBSBM for the 1st tap: (a) the 

effective scatter region; (b) the effective scatterers.  
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Fig. 4-5 The illustration of the geometry of the 3D GBSBM for the 2nd tap: (a) the 

effective scatter region; (b) the effective scatterers. 

4.2.2 Space Correlation of Spatial/Polar Arrays 

To derive the spatial correlation of spatial/polar arrays by using the 3D GBSBM, the 

geometry as shown in Fig. 4-6 is considered. Here, the transmitter (Tx) is located at (0, 0, 
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-f) and two receivers, Rx1 and Rx2, are located at (-∆s/2, 0, f) and (∆s/2, 0, f), respectively. 

The normalized spatial correlation coefficient between the nth tap’s receiving signals of 

Rx1 and Rx2, ( )nh τ1  and ( )nh τ2 , respectively, is defined as 

( ) ( ) ( ){ } 2121     ΩΩ=∆ ∗
nnnS hhEs τττρ ,          (4-5) 

where, Ω1 and Ω2 are power of the power of ( )nh τ1  and ( )nh τ2 , respectively. 

Since the receiving signal is composed of multiple scattering wave with same 

propagation delay, ( )nh τ1  and ( )nh τ2  are expressed as  

( ) [ ]{ }∑
=

−⋅−=
N

i
niiin frkjVh

1
111 2 τπϕτ vv

exp         (4-6a) 

( ) [ ]{ }∑
=

−⋅−=
N

i
niiin frkjVh

1
222 2 τπϕτ vv

exp         (4-6b) 

where { }iV , { }iφ  and { }ik
v

 are the amplitude, the phase and the wavenumber vector of 

the ith scattering wave. Since the scattering waves arrive from different direction, the 

amplitude of the receiving signal is resulted from the inner product of the electromagnetic 

wave and the antenna polarization vector by 

( ) ( )[ ] 111111 pEEpEV iiii
vvvvv
⋅+=⋅= φφθθφθ φθ ,, ,,        (4-7a) 
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( ) ( )[ ] 222222 pEEpEV iiii
vvvvv
⋅+=⋅= φφθθφθ φθ ,, ,,        (4-7b) 

where 1pr  and 2pr  are the polarization vector of Rx1 and Rx2, respectively.  

It is noted that only the effective scatterers around the transmitter and receivers are 

considered in our model, therefore, we assume the strength of scattering waves are equal 

for simplicity, i.e., ( )φθ  101 ,pEV i =  and ( )φθ  202 ,pEV i = . Based on this assumption, 

the ( )snS ∆ ,τρ  is expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 02121
2 

0

dSrrskjspsps
Ss

nS
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ −⋅−=∆ ∫

⊂

vvˆexp,
λ
πτρ       (4-8) 

where ( ) ( )212 llsk −= λπˆ , and l1 and l2 are the distance between the scatterer and the Rx1, 

Rx2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4-6. S0 is the surface of the effective scatter region. 

Since the two minor axes of the ellipsoid is equal, i.e., a=b, the profile of the x-y plane 

is a circle, therefore, we transfer the cartesian coordinates to cylindrical coordinates as 

shown in Fig. 4-7. Then the ( )snS ∆,τρ  in (4-8) is given by (4-9) in cylindrical 

coordinates. 

( ) ( ) 1           2 1
21

2

0
21

0
=

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ −−=∆ ∫ ∫

−
ndzdrlljpp

A
s

c

c
nS ,exp, φ

λ
πτρ

π
   (4-9) 
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Since φcosrx =  and φsinry = , it gives 12222 =+ czar  and then  

2
2

2
2 z

c
aar −=              (4-10) 

Furthermore, l1 and l2 is given by 

( ) ( ) ( )222
1 2 fzrsrl −++∆+= φφ sincos           (4-11a) 

( ) ( ) ( )222
2 2 fzrsrl −++∆−= φφ sincos           (4-11b) 

For vertical-polarized and horizontal-polarized antenna, the antenna pattern vp  and 

hp  in cylindrical coordinates, respectively, are given by 

( ) ( ) ( )2222 fzrfzrpv −+−+= φcos           (4-12a) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )222222 fzrfzfzrrph −+−×−+= φφ cossin      (4-12b) 

For the spatial/polar array, antennas of the two receivers may be co-polarized or 

cross-polarized. The p1 and p2 in (4-9) is chosen as pv or ph based on the antenna 

polarization of Rx1 and Rx2. 

By substituting (4-10), (4-11) and (4-12) into (4-9), the ( )snS ∆,τρ  is obtained. It is 
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noted in (4-9), the range of the integration in z-axis is from –c to c, which is only valid for 

the case of the first tap. For another cases, the effective scatter region is dependent on the 

bin width and the tap number.  

As shown in Fig. 4-8, the effective scatters are distributed within the region of 

],[ 2 zcz ′−=  and ],[ czz  1′= . From Fig. 4-8, the 1z′  and 2z′  can be found out from z1 and 

z2 by  

( )111 −
−+=′

n
nfzfz )(               (4-13a) 

( ) ( ) d

d
nf

nfzffz
∆′−+

∆′+
−−=′

12
2

22             (4-13b) 

where n is the tap number and 2dd ∆=∆′ . It is noted that z2=-z1, and z1 is obtained by 

finding the cross point of the nth tap’s ellipse and the circle centered at (0, 0, f) with radius 

of ∆′n . From (4-14) and (4-15) and after some derivation, z1 is given by (4-16). 
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( )[ ]( )
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For taps of 2≥n , ( )snS ∆,τρ  is given by 
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It is noted that (4-17) is reduced to the 2D case when the value of φ is limited to φ=0 

and φ=π.  

Fig. 4-9 shows the simulated spatial correlation of the co-polarized antenna case by 

the 2D GBSBEM. Here, we assume f=3 and ∆d =0.5. It is found that the spatial correlation 

of the 1st tap is smaller than those of the 3rd and the 5th taps due to its larger angle spread. 

Here, the co-polarized antenna case indicates that the transmitting antenna and the two 

receiving antennas are all vertical-polarized. Furthermore, also for the co-polarized antenna 

case, the simulated spatial correlations that considered the elevation spectrum are shown in 

Fig. 4-10. It is found that the larger elevation spread (ES) results lower spatial correlation.  

Furthermore, for the cross-polarized antennas case, which indicates that the 

transmitting antenna and one of the two receiving antennas are vertical-polarized and the 

other receiving antenna is horizontal-polarized. Figs. 4-11 and 4-12 show the simulated 
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spatial correlations for the 1st tap and the 5th tap, respectively. It is found that the spatial 

correlation is equal to zero when the elevation spectrum is not considered. However, the 

scattering wave arrives from the elevation plane will depolarized into both the vertical- and 

horizontal-polarization. Although it results non-zero correlation, but the correlation is 

much lower than that of co-polarized antenna case. It demonstrates the feasibility of polar 

arrays to achieve high capacity as well as array compactness.  
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Fig. 4-6 The geometrical configuration of a 1-by-2 channel of the 3D GBSBM. 
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Fig. 4-7 The illustration of the 3D GBSBM in cylindrical coordinates. 
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Fig. 4-8 The illustration of the 3D GBSBM for the nth tap. 

 

 

Fig. 4-9 The simulated spatial correlation of the co-polarized antenna case based on the 

2D GBSBM. 
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Fig. 4-10 The simulated spatial correlation of the co-polarized antenna case based on the 

3D GBSBM for the 1st tap. 

 

Fig. 4-11 The simulated spatial correlation of the cross-polarized antenna case based on 

the 3D GBSBM for the 1st tap. 
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Fig. 4-12 The simulated spatial correlation of the cross-polarized antenna case based on 

the 3D GBSBM for the 5th tap. 

4.3 Measurement and Validation 

4.3.1 Measurement Setup and Environment 

To validate our proposed model for spatial correlation in indoor environments,  

wideband MIMO channel measurements were taken in a laboratory at Engineering 

Building Number Four in the National Chiao-Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan. The 

layout of the measurement site is shown in Fig. 4-13. It shows that there are many 

scatterers such as partition board, equipments and iron tables in the laboratory. 

Fig. 3-4 shows a schematic diagram of the measurement system for wideband 
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single-input-single-output (SISO) channel measurement. An Agilent 8719ET Vector 

Network Analyzer (VNA) was used for measuring the frequency response of the channel. 

Here, both transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antennas are linear-polarized and 

omni-directional in the H-plane. In our measurement, channel frequency responses were 

recorded in the frequency range of 5.1 GHz to 5.8 GHz with 801 frequency components. It 

implies that the bin width is equal to 1.4286ns and ∆d =0.4286m. 

Since the indoor radio propagation channel is nearly time-invariant, MIMO channels 

are simulated by collecting multiple SISO channel responses measured at different Tx and 

Rx antenna locations. In our experiment, 4×16×2 SISO channel responses measurement 

were performed. As shown in Fig. 4-14, the Tx antenna is moved to 4 fixed locations with 

3-cm spacing between neighboring locations and the Rx antenna is moved to 16 fixed 

locations with 1.25-cm spacing for each Tx antenna location. Meanwhile, at each Rx 

antenna location, channel responses were measured for both the vertical- and 

horizontal-polarized Rx antenna. In our measurement, both the transmitting and the 

receiving antennas are fixed with the same height of 1.1 m. 
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Fig. 4-13 Layouts of the wideband MIMO channel measurement site. 
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Fig. 4-14 The virtual antenna array configuration for MIMO channel measurements. 
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4.3.2 Validation and Discussions 

To validate our proposed 3D GBSBM by measurement results, first the parameters of 

the geometry of the 3D GBSBM should be determined from the measurement setup.  

 Distance between the transmitting and the receiving antenna = 6m  f = 3 

 Bandwidth of measurements = 700MHz  bin width = 1.4286ns  ∆d = 0.4286m 

Based on the f and ∆d, 1z′  and 2z′  of the nth tap are determined by (4-13a) and 

(4-13b), respectively. Furthermore, the power ratio χ of each tap can be determined by the 

Rician factor of the amplitude fading, which is obtained from measurement data by curve- 

fitting method. For example, Fig. 4-15 and Fig. 4-16 show the measured and fitted CDFs 

of the normalized power of the 1st tap and the 2nd tap, respectively. It shows that the 

measured data of the 1st tap and the 2nd tap are well fitted to a Rician distribution with 

Rician factor of 1.9 and 0.03, respectively. Since the Rician factor is defined as the power 

ratio of the specular/LOS path to the scattered multipath, the parameter χ of the 1st tap and 

the 2nd tap are chosen as 1.9 and 0.03, respectively. Based on these parameters, the 

simulated and measured spatial correlations of the 1st tap and the 2nd tap for co-polarized 

antenna case are shown in Fig. 4-17 and Fig. 4-18, respectively. It is found that the 3D 

GBSBM combined gives good estimation of spatial correlation compared to the 2D 

GBSBM. Furthermore, for cross-polarized antenna case, the simulated and measured 
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spatial correlations of the 1st tap and the 2nd tap are shown in Fig. 4-19 and Fig.4-20, 

respectively. It is known that if only the 2D GBSBM are considered, the simulated spatial 

correlation is equal to zero, which is much different to the measured one shown in Fig. 

4-19 and Fig. 4-20. Compared to the 2D GBSBM, the 3D GBSBM gives more reasonable 

results of spatial correlation. From Fig. 4-19 and Fig. 4-20, it is found that the correlation 

of the 1st tap is larger than that of the 2nd tap. It is because that the ground reflected ray 

arrives in the 1st tap and leads correlation between vertical and horizontal polarization 

antennas. Furthermore, it is also found that the simulated spatial correlation is lower than 

the measured one as shown in both Fig. 4-19 and Fig. 4-20. It may be due to the 

non-perfect polarization discrimination of the antenna used in measurements, which leads 

non-zero correlation of the transmitted wave. 

 

Rician factor = 1.9Rician factor = 1.9
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Fig. 4-15 The measured and fitted CDFs of the normalized power of the 1st tap. 

 

Rician factor = 0.03Rician factor = 0.03

 

Fig. 4-16 The measured and fitted CDFs of the normalized power of the 2nd tap. 

 

Fig. 4-17 The measured and simulated space correlation of the 1st tap for co-polarized 
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antenna case. 

 

Fig. 4-18 The measured and simulated space correlation of the 2nd tap for co-polarized 

antenna case. 

 

Fig. 4-19 The measured and simulated space correlation of the 1st tap for cross-polarized 
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antenna case. 

 

Fig. 4-20 The measured and simulated space correlation of the 2nd tap for cross-polarized 

antenna case. 
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4.4 Summary 

For MIMO systems operated in indoor environments, the elevation spectrum must be 

considered in addition to the azimuth spectrum. The azimuth spectrum will give significant 

influence on the received power and space correlation especially for the cross-polarized 

antennas. 

In this chapter, a hybrid wideband spatial channel model, which combines the 

site-specific specular rays with a newly 3D GBSBM for scattering rays, is presented. Here, 

the 3D GBSBM is extended from the combination model of the GBSBEM and GBSBCM. 

From the comparisons between measured and simulated space correlation, it is found that 

the 3D GBSBM gives more reasonable results compared to the 2D GBSBM for both the 

co-polarized and the cross-polarized antenna cases. It is because that the elevation 

spectrum of multiapth propagations is considered in the 3D GBSBM. 
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Chapter 5  Measurements and 

Analysis of UWB MIMO Performance 

for Body Area Network Applications 

In this chapter, performance of UWB-MIMO in BANs is investigated through 

measurements for both spatial and polar antenna arrays. From the measured 

channels, effects of propagation condition, bandwidth, array spacing, and antenna 

polarization on UWB-MIMO channel capacity are analyzed. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Using wireless sensors around the body to monitor health information is a promising 

new application made possible by recent advances in ultra low power technology [42]. The 

large diversity and potential of these applications makes it an exciting new research 

direction in wireless communications. The gain of interest for BAN is confirmed by the 

IEEE 802.15.6 standardization committee. This group is mandated to develop a physical 

layer based on the promising UWB radio technologies to provide energy-efficient data 

communications. In addition to UWB, MIMO technologies have attracted great interest for 

broadband wireless communications due to its potential to provide channel capacity gain 

without additional bandwidths. Its use in wide area networks (WAN) and WLAN has been 

extensively studied [43]. However, to date, the use of MIMO for BAN applications has not 

been considered. 

To our knowledge, measurements of UWB-MIMO channels for BAN were presented 

in few literatures [44, 45] so far. In [44], MIMO channel characteristics were investigated 

through measurements with two on-body dual-polar antennas. In the experiment, the array 

spacing is fixed to one wavelength and the frequency bandwidth is 120 MHz, which is not 

satisfied the bandwidth requirement of UWB technologies. In [45], the spatial correlation 

in frequency and delay domains were extracted from channel measurements on the human 
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torso in the frequency ranges of 3-10 GHz. In the experiment, only co-polarized 

transmitting and receiving antennas are used. Analysis of the MIMO channel capacity is 

not presented in the literature. 

In this chapter, performance of UWB-MIMO for BAN channel capacity 

improvements is investigated through extensively measurements for both spatial and polar 

antenna arrays. In our experiments, channel frequency responses were measured in the 

frequency ranges of 3-10 GHz that covers the whole UWB band. The array spacing is 

varied from 3 cm to 12 cm. Furthermore, vertical- and horizontal-polarized receiving 

antennas were used to investigate performance of cross-polarized antennas. From the 

measured channels, effects of propagation condition, bandwidth, array spacing, and 

antenna polarization on UWB-MIMO channel capacity are analyzed. 
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5.2 Measurement Setup and Sites 

In our study, the frequency domain measurement technology to perform UWB BAN 

indoor channel sounding is adopted. An Agilent 8719ET VNA was used to record the 

variation of 801 complex tones between the transmitting and receiving antennas across 3-6 

GHz, 6-10 GHz and 3-10 GHz frequency ranges, respectively. Here, the UWB antenna is a 

planar binominal curved monopole antenna [46]. Fig. 5-1 shows the measured antenna 

return loss versus frequency. As shown, the return loss is below –10 dB from 3 GHz to 10 

GHz. 

Since our measurements were performed at night, therefore, the measured channel is 

nearly time-invariant. MIMO channels are formed by collecting multiple SISO channel 

responses. As shown in Fig. 5-2, the transmitting antenna is moved to 5 fixed sub-points 

with 3-cm spacing. Meanwhile, for each transmitting antenna sub-point, the receiving 

antenna is moved to 5 fixed sub-points with 3-cm spacing. In addition, at each receiving 

antenna sub-point, channel responses were measured for both the vertical- and 

horizontal-polarized receiving antennas. For each environment, MIMO channel responses 

are measured at four receiving antenna positions (Rx 1-4) as shown in Fig. 5-2, while the 

transmitting antenna (Tx) is always placed on the front of the body. Therefore, in our 

experiment, 5×5×2×4 SISO channel measurements were performed at each site. Here, the 
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MIMO channels between Tx and Rx 1-4 are denoted as MIMO_1-4, respectively. The 

transmitting and receiving arrays are under LOS conditions for MIMO_1 and MIMO_4 

cases, while other cases are NLOS conditions. 

UWB-MIMO BAN propagation experiments are performed at Microelectronics and 

Information System Research Center (MISRC) in the National Chiao-Tung University, 

Hsinchu, Taiwan. Fig. 5-3(a) shows the floor layouts of the measurement sites, Sites A and 

B, at the lobby of 2nd floor of MISRC. In Sites A and B, measurements were performed at 

the center and side of the lobby, respectively, to understand the effect of reflected waves 

caused by the sidewall. Fig. 5-3(b) shows the layout of Site C, laboratory #810 at 8th floor 

of MISRC. Since there are many computers and tables in laboratory #810, measurement 

results in this site are helpful to understand the effects of local scatters to UWB-MIMO 

BAN channels. 
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Fig. 5-1 Measured antenna return loss versus frequency. 
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Fig. 5-2 The locations of Tx and Rx antennas for MIMO measurements. 
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Fig. 5-3 Floor layouts of measurement sites. (a) Sites A and B; (b) Site C. 
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5.3 Observations and Discussions  

Given an UWB-MIMO system with M transmitting elements and N receiving 

elements, the UWB-MIMO channel capacity (bits/sec/Hz) is given by [47] 

( ) ( )∑ ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ += ∗fN

f
N

f
fHfH

M
I

N
C ρdetlog2

1         (5-1) 

where Nf is frequency component f, which is equal to 801 in our measurements. H(f) is the 

normalized frequency-dependent transfer matrix, which is obtained by normalizing the 

measured transfer matrix to remove the effect of path loss and is given by (5-2). * denotes 

the complex conjugation operation, and ρ is the average SNR over the entire bandwidth. It 

is noted that ρ=20 dB is given to calculate the UWB-MIMO capacity in the chapter. 

( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

=
fN

f F
fHfHfH

1

2ˆˆ            (5-2) 

where ( )fĤ  is the measured transfer matrix. 
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5.3.1 Effect of Propagation Condition 

Fig. 5-4 shows the 2×2 MIMO channel capacity for frequency band of 3-10 GHz. 

Here, both the array spacing at transmitting and receiving side are equal to 3 cm, i.e., 

around 0.45 times of wavelength of the center frequency. It is found that channel capacities 

of MIMO_2 and MIMO_3 cases are greater than that of MIMO_1 and MIMO_4 cases. It is 

because that MIMO_2 and MIMO_3 cases are NLOS situations of rich multipath, which 

leads to lower correlation among sub-channels than those of MIMO_1 and MIMO_4 cases. 

For example, the average correlation coefficient for 3-cm array spacing is equal to 0.6129, 

0.3859, 0.1883 and 0.6216 for MIMO_1-4, respectively, at Site A. It is noted that, similar 

results were found at Sites B and C. 

From Fig. 5-4, it is also found that the channel capacity is slightly dependent of the 

measurement sites for NLOS cases. It shows that body-diffracted/refracted waves leads 

low correlation between sub-channels, the large number of reflected multipath components 

of Site B and Site C does not give significant contribution on MIMO channel capacity for 

MIMO_2 and MIMO_3. However, for LOS cases, it shows that the channel capacity of 

Site A is lower than those of Sites B and C. It is because there are very few scatterers 

around the transmitter and receiver at Site A, LOS path leads high correlation between 

sub-channels and low channel capacity. 
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Fig. 5-4 The measured 2×2 MIMO channel capacity at different sites for frequency band 

of 3-10 GHz. 

5.3.2 Effect of Bandwidth 

Fig. 5-5 shows the measured channel capacity versus frequency band at Site C. Here, 

the number of array elements is 2×2, and the array spacing is 3 cm. It is found that the 

MIMO channel capacity decreased with frequency or bandwidth. It is because the 

receiving power is decreased when the frequency band is increased, which can be found in 

Fig. 5-6. For UWB MIMO, the channel capacity is equal to the average of the multiple 

narrowband channel capacity. Therefore, high frequency components do not give 

significant contribution to the channel capacity due to its low power. 
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Fig. 5-5 The measured 2×2 MIMO channel capacity at site C. 

 

Fig. 5-6 One sub-channel frequency response at Site C. 
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5.3.3 Effect of Array Spacing 

Fig. 5-7 shows the 2×2 MIMO channel capacity versus receiving array spacing at Site 

A. Here, the measured bandwidth is in the range of 3 to 6 GHz. From this figure, it is 

found that the MIMO channel capacity is decreased when the receiving array spacing is 

increased for most of the MIMO channels. This phenomenon is different from the result 

observed in WANs and WLANs. For MIMO channels, the capacity is dependent on the 

correlations among sub-channels and power distribution of received sub-channels. It 

reaches its maximum value when these sub-channels are uncorrelated and are of equal 

mean power. The following two figures may illustrate the mechanism to yield the result 

shown in Fig. 5-7. 

Fig. 5-8 shows the spatial correlation coefficient versus receiving array spacing at Site 

A. It is found that the spatial correlation coefficient is decreased when the array spacing is 

increased, which has different trend as that shown in Fig. 5-7. 

Fig. 5-9 shows the maximum power difference among the sub-channels versus the 

array spacing. It is found that the maximum value of the power difference between any two 

sub-channels is increased when the array spacing is increased. Therefore, some 

sub-channels with small-received power do not contribute to the MIMO channel capacity 

even when they are uncorrelated to one another. It shows the reason why the MIMO 
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channel capacity of BAN is decreased when the array spacing is increased. In other words, 

increasing of the MIMO capacity by increasing of array spacing does not work in the BAN 

despite the spatial correlation coefficient is decreased. It is noted that similar results can be 

found in Sites B and C. 

 

 

Fig. 5-7 MIMO channel capacities versus receiving array spacing at Site A. 
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Fig. 5-8 Spatial correlation coefficients versus receiving array spacing at Site A. 
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Fig. 5-9 Maximum value of the power differences between any two sub-channels versus 

receiving and transmitting array spacing at Site A. 
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5.3.4 Effect of Antenna Polarization 

Fig. 5-10 shows the 2×2 MIMO channel capacity of the polar array and the spatial 

array at Site C. Here, the measured bandwidth is in the range of 3 to 6 GHz. The polar 

array is composed of two co-polarized transmitting antennas with spacing of 3 cm and two 

co-located cross-polarized receiving antennas. It is found that the channel capacity of the 

polar array is similar to that of the spatial array for MIMO_2 and MIMO_3 cases. However, 

in MIMO_1 and MIMO_4 cases, the channel capacity of the polar array is lower than that 

of the spatial array. It is because that the contribution of the cross-polarized sub-channel is 

insignificant due to the high cross polarization discrimination in the near-LOS condition as 

shown in Fig. 5-11(a) where the received power of the V/V case is much larger than that of 

the V/H case. However, in the NLOS situation, the cross-polarized sub-channel becomes 

significant due to the same order of magnitude of the multi-path components. Therefore, 

magnitude of the received power of the V/V case is similar to that of the V/H case, which 

is observed in Fig. 5-11(b). It means that, only in the NLOS conditions, the device 

compactness is achieved by using the polar array without sacrifice of channel capacity 

compared to the spatial array. 
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Fig. 5-10 The measured 2×2 MIMO channel capacity of the polar array and the spatial 

array at Site C. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5-11 Received power of V/V or V/H link versus frequency at Site C for (a) MIMO_1 

(LOS); and (b) MIMO_2 (NLOS). 
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5.4 Summary 

The key finding here is to that in BAN the MIMO channel capacity is mainly 

determined by the power imbalance between sub-channels compared to the sub-channel 

correlation. For spatial array, the measured results show that the MIMO channel capacity is 

decreased when the array spacing is increased, despite the spatial correlation coefficient is 

decreased. This phenomenon is different from that in WAN and WLAN. It is because that 

power difference among elements of the spatial array is significant in BAN short-range 

communications compared to that in WAN and WLAN. For polar array, the achievable 

channel capacity is lower than that of the spatial array in LOS conditions, which is due to 

high cross-polarization discrimination. However, the device compactness is achieved by 

using polar array without sacrifice of channel capacity compared to spatial array in NLOS 

conditions. Furthermore, the MIMO channel capacity is slightly dependent on the 

environments due to dominance of human body effect. It is also found that the MIMO 

channel capacity decreased with frequency or bandwidth. 
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Chapter 6  Conclusions 

Summary of this paper are presented in this Chapter. 
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Conclusions 

UWB/wideband-MIMO is the major technology for B3G wireless communication 

systems. In this research, the bandwidth-space-polarization characterizations of 

UWB/wideband MIMO channels are investigated. By understanding the channel 

characteristics, we developed novel methods for UWB/wideband MIMO channel 

modeling. 

In Chapter 3, a novel method for wideband model parameters estimation is developed. 

Through this method, the model parameters of a wideband signal can be determined from 

those of a narrowband signal. This method is validated by the measurement results of 1.95 

GHz and 2.44 GHz broadband signals in metropolitan and suburban areas, and by the 

results of 3-5 GHz UWB signals in indoors. Here, with the help of ∆-K model that is used 

for multipath time-of-arrival modeling, the effect of signal bandwidth on observable 

multipath-clustering is investigated by exploring the relationship between ∆, signal bin 

width, and K , an index to quantify the multipath-clustering phenomenon. It is found that 

the signal with larger bandwidth yields finer time resolution and observes more multipath 

components, which leads stronger multipath-clustering. Furthermore, a stochastic model is 

applied to characterize the averaged power delay profile with two coefficients, the power 

ratio and decay constant. In addition, the amplitude fading is described by a Rician 
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distribution function. It is found that (1) the power ratio is decreased when the signal 

bandwidth is increased; (2) the decay constant is independent of signal bandwidth; and (3) 

the Rician factor is increased as the signal bandwidth is increased.  

In Chapter 4, a wideband hybrid spatial channel model, which combines the 

site-specific specular rays with a newly 3D GBSBM for scattering rays, is presented. Here, 

the 3D GBSBM is extended from a 2D model, which combines the concept of the 

GBSBCM and the GBSBEM. The GBSBEM is used to determine the region of scatterers 

for different delay-taps, and then the effective scatters located near the transmitting and 

receiving antennas are modeled by the GBSBCM. In the 3D GBSBM, the effect of 3D 

multipath on sub-channel correlation of the spatial/polar arrays is taken into account. It is 

noted that 3D propagations is significant to the receiving power and sub-channel 

correlations especially for indoor environments. From the comparisons between measured 

and simulated space correlation, it is found that the 3D GBSBM gives more reasonable 

results compared to the 2D GBSBM for both the co-polarized and the cross-polarized 

antenna cases. 

In Chapter 5, performance of UWB-MIMO in BANs is investigated through 

measurements for both spatial and polar antenna arrays. In our experiments, channel 

frequency responses were measured in the frequency ranges of 3-10 GHz that covers the 

whole UWB band. The key finding here is to that in BAN the MIMO channel capacity is 
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mainly determined by the power imbalance between sub-channels compared to the 

sub-channel correlation. For spatial array, the measured results show that the MIMO 

channel capacity is decreased when the array spacing is increased, despite the spatial 

correlation coefficient is decreased. This phenomenon is different from that in WAN and 

WLAN. It is because that power difference among elements of the spatial array is 

significant in BAN short-range communications compared to that in WAN and WLAN. For 

polar array, the achievable channel capacity is lower than that of the spatial array in LOS 

conditions, which is due to high cross-polarization discrimination. However, the device 

compactness is achieved by using polar array without sacrifice of channel capacity 

compared to spatial array in NLOS conditions. Furthermore, the MIMO channel capacity is 

slightly dependent on the environments due to dominance of human body effect. It is also 

found that the MIMO channel capacity decreased with frequency or bandwidth. 
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